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Abstract 

‘Learning’--as the author defines it--is an act of a community, be it only a group of people or the 
whole society. It is an unavoidable element of meeting the new challenges and solving societal 
problems. To understand this essential function of learning, the author suggests a new model of 
learning. This model connects the challenges of the community from outside with its problem-
solving abilities and capacities inside. The new information, knowledges and competencies 
necessary for problem solving would then be the ‘curricula’ that have to be learned by the 
community while it meets the new challenge and solve the emerging problems. (See also Begun 
1993, Pelling 2003, Cutter 2008.) The 2015 migration / refugee wave in Hungary is briefly 
described to illustrate the suggested model of community learning. 
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Introduction 

In the present paper, we argue for a new understanding of the concept ‘learning’. First 
we take ‘learning’ as a social and political activity; in other words, we view the learners 
as social and political actors in their learning processes. Second, we approach the 
communities of learners as spatial networks (regions and cities). And third, we 
introduce a model of community learning. The main idea is that learning and 
transformation go hand-in-hand; that the transformation processes are by definition 
learning situations; and that the transformation of a society or a region could not 
happen without their populations and communities, who learn.       

Learning as a Social and Political Activity   

Learning as a Social Activity 

In general educational discourse, ‘learning’ concepts relate to the ‘learner’ as an 
individual or to a group of individuals who ‘learn’.   

The concept of ‘learning’ suggests--in manifested or hidden forms--that the learner is an 
individual, and that learners are a group of individuals who are exercising the same 
activity (that is, ‘learning’). In various ways of learning—e.g. school learning, distance 
learning, e-learning, online learning, blended learning and the like--the focus is on the 
individual, the learner who learns. This is also true for most of the ‘learning theories’. 
They concentrate on the individual who learns, examining the individual behaviour that 
changes in the course of the learning, and interpreting the learning process in various 
contexts (behavioural change, neuroscience processes, information exchange, 
organisational and or system processes etc.). It is also true that the word ‘learning’ has 
so many meanings that there is hardly any context in education where ‘learning’ is an 
unambiguous concept. But in most of the discourses the concept of learning relates to 
the learner who learns, that is, to an individual. 

As we all know, however, the learner does not exist without a ‘teacher’ or without 
something to learn. Although we understand the learning process as an individual act, it 
is not really so. The learner is not an individual in himself / herself; rather, the learner 
always exists in a relationship with the teacher or in relation to something that has to be 
learnt. In this sense, learning is not an individual act but a process of mutual acts. The 
concept of learning as a mutual act leads to a more complex understanding of learning: 
learning not as an individual act, but an act performed in social contexts. Learning, 
rather than being an individual act, is a social act, an act performed by the human as a 
social being. Consequently, we could also call ‘learning’ a social process that always 
occurs in societal contexts. 

The multiple meaning and miscellaneous use of ‘learning’ reflect its use outside the 
educational arena. ‘Learning’ has become an essential concept of such social theories as 
‘socialisation’, ‘social learning’ and ‘community learning’.  Applied to social processes, 
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social change and social development, learning has become a powerful concept in social 
science (e.g. Jarvis 2006, Jarvis 2007). 

Socialisation theories (e.g. Erikson, Cooley, Mead) deal with the dynamism between the 
person and his / her community – the processes by which the individual becomes a 
member of given communities, while his/herself emerges from the community as an 
individual. Learning provides the dynamism for these mutual processes. A person becomes 
a member of a community by learning the institutions, the forms of behaviours, and the 
values, norms and sanctions. And vice versa: the community develops its own culture by 
accepting the new member and learning his/her elements of culture. In earlier theories 
of socialisation, learning was always emphasized as an essential element of the 
socialization process.  

It is an idea common to the various social learning theories (Bandura 1977). According 
to them, learning is not simply a cognitive process; nor is it a behaviour change. Rather, 
learning always happens in a social context, since all the elements of the process 
(cognitive, behavioural, modelling, reinforcement etc.) occur in interpersonal settings. 
Social learning theories have developed through the integration of individual learning 
theories, becoming a core of social psychology. 

‘Community learning’--in its traditional and modern senses--combines community with 
learning (Wenger 2006).  In the older sense, going back to the progressive education of 
the 1930s in the United States, community learning means simply learning in a given 
community. The stress here is on the given community--a neighbourhood, a habitat, a 
village or a town—rather than on the class or school. Instead of being an analytical 
concept, community learning is understood in this context as a concept of educational 
development, or a new type of educational system. It takes the community as a training 
field for students, applying, intentionally or unintentionally, the idea of learning to a 
social context. Community learning in the newer sense is used not only as learning 
outside school, but also as adult learning within the community. Community learning in 
this wider sense is a social activity that includes all members of a community, regardless 
of age, sex, status and occupation. Being a member of the given community means, 
therefore, taking part in the lifewide and lifelong learning that is occurring in the 
community. 

To sum up: the concept of learning refers not only to school, education and psychology. 
It can also be understood in a much wider sense as the main element of all socialisation 
processes. Learning in its various forms--intended and spontaneous, autonomous and 
directed, lifelong and lifewide--is the underlying and essential process of all societal 
activities. As we use the word today, ‘learning’ is an essential activity of human life; it is 
an activity that keeps society alive even as the generations pass. 
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Learning as a Political Concept 

The flexible use of the word ‘learning’ and its loosely defined meaning have given rise to 
its use in the political arena.  

The political understanding and usage of ‘learning’ relates to its use in the discourses of 
the economics of education in the late 1950s and early 1960s as well as in the 
sociological debates on social structure, social mobility and education in the 1960s and 
1970s. Economists and sociologists usually did not apply the concept ‘learning’. Instead, 
they regularly used ‘education’, as the names of those disciplines also suggest. However, 
‘education’, as they applied the term, was also loosely defined in the discourses – loosely 
enough to cover the activities of students, teachers and politicians. In other words, 
‘education’ stood both for teaching and learning, if we accept the arguments of the 
economists and sociologists of education that education is, ultimately, for children, 
students and the new labour force (which provides a reason for dealing with it as an 
economic and social phenomenon).  

One thing was characteristic of the early use of the terms ‘education’ and ‘learning’. 
‘Education’, even when loosely defined, referred to a top-down approach (e.g. teaching), 
while ‘learning’, in accordance with its core meaning, referred to a bottom-up approach. 
The difference between the use of education (teaching) and learning--a top-down vs 
bottom-up approach--made it possible to apply the concept of learning to earlier and 
former political statements and documents on education. 

The political interest shown by the transnational organisations in education is linked 
with its rapid expansion. Such ‘expansion’ is usually understood as expansion on both 
the supply and the demand sides. It is still an open question as to whether growth 
originated on the demand side or on the supply side. In any case, the expansion of 
demand and supply resulted in a new situation. The system grew in all of its sectors. 
Where formal education (school and higher education) levels were raised, the level of 
non-formal education (that is, adult education, learning and training) increased too. 
Indeed, there seems to have been an almost endless spiral of demand and supply in 
education and learning, whereby the growth of formal and non-formal structures and 
organisations contributed to the expansion of education and learning. Those who have 
received more education would like to have even more, and are ready to go even further. 

In an era of educational expansion, learning receives new dimensions. The activities that 
we called ‘learning’ now go beyond the formal organisations; they influence non-formal 
settings too (workplaces, cultural institutions, leisure time activities). They also go 
beyond special age cohorts. As UNESCO documents (see below) began to call them in the 
early 1970s, learning activities have become ‘lifelong’.  

A prior signal of the changes in the realm of organised education and educational 
research was made by Latin American philosophers and educators as early as 1970. 
Freire, having been influenced by Marxist theory, turned to the ‘oppressed’, emphasizing 
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the political role of education in the social liberation process (Freire 1970). Meanwhile, 
Illich pointed out that institutionalised education may well not be the perfect tool for 
political liberation; on the contrary, schools can be a means for social oppression (Illich 
1971). He suggested the ‘deschooling’ of society and argued that organised teaching 
should be replaced by autonomous learning.  

Freire and Illich were only the harbingers of a shift from education (institutionalised 
teaching) to learning (an autonomous and liberal act). The idea--if not the term--of 
‘lifelong learning’ emerged from a UNESCO publication known as the Faure Commission 
Report (Faure 1972). It became a milestone marking both an essential shift in term 
usage and a political change (Tuijnman, Bostrom 2002). Earlier documents had 
generally used the term ‘education’ to describe a top-down and mostly government-
directed vision of schooling. The Faure Report, however, replaced this notion with a 
bottom-up approach. Although the report related primarily to the realms of schooling, 
education and training, it also carried a major political message, namely the need to 
democratise institutionalised schooling and learning.  

The conceptualisation of learning as an autonomous and liberal decision of the 
individual (and its community) may be regarded as a major step forward towards 
establishing political democracy and human freedom. In the course of subsequent 
decades, what had been merely a ‘prophecy’ became a philosophy exerting a pervasive 
influence on current political ideas about school and higher education. Indeed, the ideas 
now form part of a ‘political correctness’ in educational policy discourses.  

The shift from ‘education’ to ‘learning’ that accompanied political democratisation and 
the democratisation of the education systems (systems of learning, as Tuijnman would 
rightly say) did not reach the Central European region, including Hungary, until the 
political transition of 1988--1992.  Educational policy discourses under the totalitarian 
regimes of the Eastern Bloc countries preferred to use the term ‘education’, reflecting 
the top-down party politics of the system. ‘Character formation’, as it was called, and the 
creation of ‘Socialist man’ stood at the centre of education philosophies. Such ideologists 
as Freire and Illich were denounced and their works prohibited, while the World 
Education Crisis (Coombs 1968) was portrayed as an educational crisis afflicting the 
‘capitalist world’. The Faure Report was translated into Hungarian, but copies were 
disseminated only to a limited readership under the title “Let’s Learn How to Live!” 
‘Permanent education’--not lifelong learning--happened to be closer to party ideology, 
since it expressed the communist intention to shape the human character in perpetuity 
(amid various settings: in schools, workplaces, cultural settings and during leisure 
activities). It was only after the political changes of 1989-90 that ‘learning’, as opposed 
to education (the intended and organised formation of the human character), received 
greater emphasis in the Central European region. 
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The Dimensions of Learning 

The Faure Report was, it seems, the first time, in the international setting, that ‘learning’ 
was used in place of ‘education’ (at least in the report’s rather unusual title: “Learning to 
be”). The Faure Report still talks about ‘education’, but does so in a wider sense, one that 
addresses the new dimensions of learning. In this wider sense, the Faure Report 
identifies four new dimensions: ‘horizontal integration’ (in the sense of ‘lifewide 
learning’); ‘vertical integration’ (what we call today ‘lifelong learning’); democratization 
(new social groups coming into the education systems); and the ‘learning society’ (by 
which it meant the restructuring of the systems of education). With this philosophy, the 
Faure Report positioned itself at the boundary of two worlds. In the old world, ‘education’-
-that is, its structures, organisations, providers and maintainers--was at the centre. In 
the new one, learners became the main focus. This development is one of the unforeseen 
outcomes of the massification and democratisation of education. 

Revolutionary as it was, this significant shift tended to be ignored until the publication of 
the report of the Delors Commission, “Learning: the Treasure Within”. Noting that 
“formal education systems tend to emphasize the acquisition of knowledge to the 
detriment of other types of learning” (Delors et al 1996, 37), this latter report proposed 
several new dimensions of learning. These dimensions were referred to as the four 
‘pillars’ (learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together, and learning to be). 
Idealistic as they may sound, the four pillars have nevertheless provided a structure for 
various new philosophies of learning, symbolising the victory of the ‘learning’ approach 
over the ‘education’ approach.  

The Spatial Frames of Learning 

The Learning Region Movement 

One way to reconcile the idealism of the Delors Report with realities was to interpret the 
notions contained in the report as philosophies and policies of socio-economic 
developments. From this perspective, a major question was the contribution of learning 
to the socio-economic development of a given organisation or territorial structure. As an 
OECD (1996) document stressed, learning is an essential tool for personal development, 
social cohesion and economic growth. The statement is not new; what is new is the 
phraseology. Economists of education had been stressing the essential connection 
between education and economic development for decades. The OECD document (ibid) 
connects learning with economic development, showing how individuals and their 
activities are major sources of development. The question arose as to whether 
investment in ‘human resources’ might well be a feasible development policy alternative 
to traditional investment policies.   

During the last two decades, various cases have been studied to give reliable answers to 
this essential dilemma (Benke 2007). Various territorial units and their development 
policies have been analysed to show similarities and differences, in the hope of obtaining 
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generally applicable answers. The target population and the spatial frames of a feasible 
alternative policy varied from the regions to the cities to the communities. Though it 
seemed as though they might create a chain (regions embracing cities and their areas, 
communities creating cities and / or regions), they turned out to be fashions of the time. 
Indeed, by the 1990s, regions had emerged as the most important frame for case studies, 
while communities emerged in the debates on learning regions as their possible 
democratic alternatives. Finally, cities--as the densities of social and economic 
innovations--are now generally viewed as the focal points of innovation networks.  

From Regions to Communities: A democratic turn 

The ‘Learning region’ emerged, in the early 1990s, as one of the most powerful 
development strategies. The idea and concept were drawn partly from the new 
understanding of learning and partly from the shift from the neo-liberal philosophy of 
globalisation to a new approach of localisation. In this new approach, innovations and 
inventions, rather than knowledge and skills, provide the power for development, while 
the globalisation of the economy has to be made complete by means of the local forces of 
growth.  

The above approaches attempted to link regional development with the study of 
innovation, and introduced the concept of learning regions. They searched for an 
alternative to the view that related enterprises to the market alone. In regional 
approaches the dominant factor of economic development was the social environment of 
enterprises. As a result, a new concept of economic and social development evolved. 
Governments and regional policy gained a more significant role again, whereby the 
meaning of ‘learning regions’ gradually shifted from regional geography to political 
economy.  

A democratic turn happened in the learning region movement during the early 2000s. 
There was a major shift from ‘learning regions’ to ‘learning communities’; that is to say, 
the important factor was no longer the size and density of the innovation networks but 
rather the political dynamism that transforms a territorial unit into a ‘learning 
community’. A learning community arises, not as a consequence of the networking of 
learning industries and learning organisations at the highest levels, but rather in the 
form of collaborative learning and action – the social learning processes underway 
within existing organisations (be they small-size or large-scale organisations). It is not 
the connection with global marketplaces but local market forces that provide real 
opportunities for cooperation and competition (in the original rather than the neo-
liberal sense). Instead of the ‘new managerialism’ that might take place in large-scale 
learning regions, a bottom-up administration is necessary for the emergence of a 
learning region. The learning region of that type--the learning region as it was suggested 
by the democratic stream of the movement--must be based on collaborative actions. 
Collaborative actions create the necessary social environment for lifelong learning 
within the learning regions.  
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While the learning region movement did not spend much time locating the forces that 
would transform a region into a learning one, the ‘learning community’ specialists (and 
also its activists) identified the political activities of the inhabitants of a specific 
territorial unit as the leading force for creating ‘learning communities’. The learning 
region experts did not clarify the driving forces; rather, they usually referred to the 
socio-economic factors which somehow automatically develop networks of learning and 
innovation. Alternatively, they referred to globalized organization, which, by means of 
its effects on regional processes, force the emergence of those networks. The 
development of learning regions is spontaneous, meaning that outside (political) powers 
do not interfere; if something does interfere, it is one of the socio-economic factors 
themselves. The role of the expert in this development is to observe, describe and 
analyse – the classical approaches of a scholar who stands outside of the processes (see 
Rutter, Boekema ibid). 

The vision of a ‘learning community’, meanwhile, is about how to create ‘community 
learning’. This vision focuses on political processes and political powers. The emphasis 
shifts from the existing networks of learning and innovation to political will, a factor that 
can dynamise the learning processes and institutions as well as existing creativities, 
thereby organising the networks within the communities (even in small-scale habitats). 
The role of the expert in this concept is not only to observe, but also to proactively 
research and seek involvement. His/her ambition is less scientific and more political 
(more often, this role may move from one to the other). The emergence of a learning 
community is not a socio-economic process that occurs in isolation. Rather, it forms a 
historical development with shifts, tensions, actors, powers, crises and advances (or 
setbacks). 

It sounds as a drama, though the reality is less dramatic. A community needs local forces 
for developing its networks of learning and creativity; those local forces, in turn, need 
political power and leadership. Communities with local governments are able to create 
their local networks of learning and creativity--but only in places where a certain 
density of these networks already exist. The density and intensity of information and 
learning, reinforcement and feedback, together with organised political force 
(governance), is traditionally called a ‘city’. 

The Emergence of the ‘Learning Cities’ 

Thus the ‘learning city’ initiative is a necessary compromise between the interpretations 
of the ‘learning region’ and the activist approach of the ‘learning community’. The 
‘learning city’ is a territorial unit which has both the necessary networks and impacts of 
a ‘learning region’ and the necessary power and political dynamism of a community. The 
‘learning city’ is the operationalisation of the ‘learning community’ vision with the 
potential to become a reality.  
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To sum up: Learning regions, communities and cities are not only elements of a logical 
chain that creates the spatial frames for learning activities. They are also links in the 
chain of modern history rendering multidimensional learning a reality.      

Community Learning: A Model 

The ‘Learning Community’ Model 

‘Learning’--as defined above--is an act of a community, be it only a group of people or 
the whole society. Learning, as we suggest here, is an unavoidable element of meeting 
the new challenges and solving societal problems. To understand this essential function 
of learning a new model of learning has to be created. The new model of learning 
connects the challenges the community from the outside with its problem-solving 
abilities and capacities. The new information, knowledges and competencies necessary 
for problem solving are the ‘curricula’ that have to be learned while meeting the new 
challenge and solving the emerging problems. (See also the models of Begun 1993, 
Pelling 2003, Cutter 2008.) According to this rationale, the model of community learning 
that we suggest here consists of the following steps: 

 A new challenge hits the community – one that is considered to be an obstacle or 
a risk for all members of the community or for a majority of them. The challenge 
becomes evident for everybody. It becomes clear that the challenge has to be met, 
and it has to be met together.  

 The leading figures of the community formulate the problem caused by the new 
challenge. During the process, alternatives may emerge, and it can also happen 
that alternative definitions of the problem compete with each other. Traditional 
solutions with traditional knowledge and competencies (based on historical 
experiences) are suggested against unusual solutions which would require new 
knowledge and information coming from outside of the community.    

 A competition may arise in terms of defining the problem, suggesting solutions 
and turn them into community objectives. This competition creates tensions 
within the community, which must choose among various options. The challenge 
that hit the community causes organisational problems. In the end, a group with 
its leaders emerge, and they create the objectives for actions.   

 If the group--with its new objectives, knowledge and competencies--fails, then 
they disappear from community life. The community forgets them; it may also 
happen, that the community stagnates. Indeed, the community may become 
embroiled in this fight and may be destroyed. If a new group wins, then the new 
knowledge, information and competencies, necessary for solving the problem will 
be integrated into the traditions of the community. 

 In the end, the community learns the new information, knowledge and 
competencies that have proved to be necessary for meeting the challenge and 
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solving the problem. It is a process of transformation. The community--with 
experiences of successful problem solving and of gathering up-to-date 
information, knowledge and competencies, and under the leadership of those 
who successfully met the challenge-- transforms from its former condition into its 
future self.  

Learning contributes in an essential fashion to such transformation. It is unavoidable 
during the whole process. It starts with the realisation of the challenge and it 
accompanies the formulation of the problem. New knowledge and competencies have to 
be learned in the search for possible solutions and the drafting of community objectives. 
Learning is embedded in all the steps of community problem solving. We may call it a 
problem solving model; we may also call it a model of community learning.  

Escape to Europe: A Case Study 

Let us apply our suggested model of community learning to one of the greatest current 
challenges faced by society – the major migration flows. Following the suggested steps of 
the model, we can outline the learning elements of the process. Let us use the case of 
Hungary (here we follow Simonovits & Bernath 2016). 

 During the summer of 2015, migration / refugee pressures grew day to day at the 
Hungarian border. First the local inhabitants became aware of these pressures, 
and then the local / regional (county) authorities. It took weeks for people to 
realise that the challenge would hit not only local and regional communities, but 
also society as a whole. The challenges of this major wave of migration / escape 
became truly evident when the asylum seekers reached the capital, Budapest, and 
‘occupied’ its railway stations.  

 A debate started about the meaning of this wave of migration / escape. Are the 
migrants / refugees really asylum seekers or are they merely seeking a better 
life? Where are they coming from--and could they really pose a risk to domestic 
security and public health? Three alternatives emerged from the debate. The one 
considered the migration / escape process as a risk that could be minimised 
through the effective use of the police force, barbed-wire fences and the like. The 
second one emphasized the humanitarian tragedies caused by the migration / 
escape, and the need for humanitarian assistance. The third invisible one – 
lurking behind the two visible opinion groups – seeked to profit from the 
migration / refugee flows by trafficking people from the entry points to the 
western border of the country and onward travel to other EU states (mostly to 
Germany)  

 Later (2016) the first group prevailed over the other two groups. The first 
opinion—which viewed the migrants / refugees as a threat to the social, 
economic and political order--was supported by those who are directly affected 
by the migrations flows. This opinion has been adopted by the local / regional 
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authorities as well as by the government. (The second opinion was represented, 
more or less, by NGOs, and the third one by semi-legal and illegal business 
forces.)  Police forces were mobilized, transit stations established and wire fences 
erected at the southern border. However, a certain shift among the groups could 
also be observed. It seemed as if the first group which underlined the dangers 
posed by migration / escape would stepped back giving way to the second group 
(migration / escape as a humanitarian disaster). The political struggle for 
defining the problem is still going on in Hungary (2017). 

What all the groups (including the migrants / refugees) needed was more information, 
knowledge and competencies. The government needed more information about the real 
dangers of the migration /refugee flows (physical as well as health and security) and 
more competencies concerning how to protect the state border. The NGOs needed more 
information about the real needs of the migrants / refugees as well as competencies how 
to gather assistance and give support. The migration / refugee groups were in great 
need of information and competencies: to know more about the countries where they 
were heading and to organise themselves better in line with EU administrative rules and 
conditions (not to mention European cultures which might be foreign to, or even 
unacceptable for, some of them).  

Lesson to Learn 

At the end of the present migration / escape wave, Europe will, no doubt, be different 
from its previous state. Europe needs millions of new people to maintain its social 
security and health care systems and to enhance its demographic profile. On the other 
hand, many of the migrants / refugees are young males or families with many children. 
Will they be the future population of a young Europe? They might be. But only if both 
parties--the migrants / refugees and the ‘indigenous’ European population--learn much 
more about themselves; much more than we currently know about each other. 
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